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Protocol background 
The Marine Aggregate Industry Archaeological 
Protocol (the Protocol) is in place to ensure the 
protection of submerged cultural heritage that may 
be discovered during marine aggregate industry 
dredging works. 

Prior to a licence being granted to dredge an area, 
an intensive investigation is undertaken to identify 
potential archaeological material on the seabed. 
Using geophysical and geotechnical survey and 
analysis of available records from various sources, 
archaeologists identify known and suspected 
sites of archaeological interest within proposed 
aggregate extraction regions. The known sites 
are protected through Archaeological Exclusion 
Zones (AEZs) to ensure that no harm comes 
to them through dredging activities. Even after 
this level of investigation, unidentified sites and 
especially individual artefacts may still be found 
during dredging works or within dredged cargoes. 
In response to this, the Protocol was proposed to 
define a framework through which archaeological 
material could be identified, reported, investigated 
and, crucially, protected. The Protocol ensures 
that any items of potential heritage importance 
recovered during aggregate dredging, whether 
encountered on the seabed, on a dredging vessel or, 
more commonly, at a wharf after a cargo is landed, 
can be properly reported, assessed, recorded and 
archived. In some instances, further mitigation or 
monitoring may be required. 

Wessex Archaeology drafted the Protocol in 2005 
on behalf of English Heritage (now Historic England) 
and the British Marine Aggregate Producers 
Association (BMAPA). BMAPA member companies 
have adopted the scheme voluntarily since 2006, 
though adherence to the Protocol is now regularly a 
formal condition of consent for new marine licences 
and licence renewals. 

In 2009, The Crown Estate joined BMAPA to  
co-fund the Protocol Implementation Service, 
currently operated by Wessex Archaeology. When 
a find is encountered, it is reported through a Site 
Champion on the wharf or vessel to a Nominated 
Contact from the company owning the wharf or 
vessel who then alerts the Implementation Service.

The Protocol has been overwhelmingly successful, 
with over 2350 finds reported since its inception. 

This year, we’re celebrating the 18th anniversary of 
the Protocol Implementation Service and this annual 
report covers the period from 1 October 2022 to 
30 September 2023.
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Access
Planning conditions relating to archaeology are placed on 
developments and dredging areas, which include a duty 
to publicise the results of archaeological investigations to 
the relevant bodies.

Once a find is reported to the Protocol Implementation 
Service, it is researched and compiled into a report. 
Details of the dredged finds are then disseminated to: 

 ● the Site Champion who reported it; 
 ● the Nominated Contact; 
 ● Historic England; 
 ● BMAPA; 
 ● The Crown Estate; 
 ● the National Marine Heritage Record (NMHR),  

 maintained by Historic England; and
 ● the appropriate local Historic Environment  

 Record (HER).

If considered wreck material, finds are also reported to 
the Receiver of Wreck in compliance with the Merchant 
Shipping Act 1995 and they receive a unique report 
number, commonly known as a droit. All aircraft material 
is also reported to the Receiver of Wreck along with the 
Ministry of Defence as it may relate to the Protection of 
Military Remains Act 1986. 

All finds are reported to Historic England’s National Marine 
Heritage Record, and will soon be accessible via an online 
portal, such as the ones for terrestrial finds1. 

Finds can also be explored through the Protocol 
StoryMap2 which includes information about the 
Protocol, the Awareness Programme, dredged 
discoveries from Area 240 and the wider Palaeo-Yare 
landscape, and Operational Sampling where tonnes of 
aggregate brought back to wharves are assessed by 
archaeologists for artefacts.

All finds, old and new, are also published on the Marine 
Aggregate Industry Archaeological Protocol Facebook 
page3 that was set up in March 2017. 

Each annual report also publishes all the individual 
reports for finds that were made during that reporting year 
(see the back pages of this report), and previous annual 
reports are all available to download4. 

In addition, the discoveries and achievements of the staff 
involved with the Protocol are acknowledged through 
various publications produced by Wessex Archaeology, 
including the biannual Dredged Up newsletter, also 
available to download via the previous link.

1. www.heritagegateway.org.uk/gateway
2. storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/2968f0b4062245ee815d04124bbd9368
3. www.facebook.com/marineaggregateindustryarchaeologicalprotocol/ 
?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
4. www.wessexarch.co.uk/our-work/marine-aggregate-industry-protocol-
reporting-finds-archaeological-interest

Above: a selection of finds reported to the protocol over the past year (for more 
details, see the back pages of this report)

Hanson_1090: C
attle

 Rib Bone

Brett_1064: Aircraft Nose Cone

Hanson_1059: Trinket Box Lid

http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/gateway
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/2968f0b4062245ee815d04124bbd9368
https://www.facebook.com/marineaggregateindustryarchaeologicalprotocol/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel 
https://www.facebook.com/marineaggregateindustryarchaeologicalprotocol/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel 
https://www.wessexarch.co.uk/our-work/marine-aggregate-industry-protocol-reporting-finds-archaeological-interest
https://www.wessexarch.co.uk/our-work/marine-aggregate-industry-protocol-reporting-finds-archaeological-interest
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5. www.wessexarch.co.uk/projects/marine/bmapa/dredged-up

Raising awareness
The Protocol Awareness Programme is funded by BMAPA 
and The Crown Estate and implemented by Wessex 
Archaeology. Members of the Protocol Implementation 
Team promote awareness of the Protocol and keep 
awareness materials up to date, as well as visiting 
several wharves a year to maintain a close relationship 
with the staff. Emails between the Implementation 
Team, Nominated Contacts, wharf managers and Site 
Champions are encouraged throughout the year to keep a 
consistent flow of communication. Through emails, phone 
calls and during the visits, questions can be answered 
and feedback is gathered so that we can further improve 
the delivery and content of the Protocol. 

The Protocol Awareness Programme:

 ● delivers in-person training by an archaeologist during 
 awareness visits to wharves, aiding industry staff  
 to identify several different types of archaeological  
 materials through interactive presentation slides as  
 well as understanding the process of reporting and  
 conserving finds of archaeological interest discovered.  
 The training sets out guidelines on what to do if a  
 find is suspected to contain asbestos or if invasive  

 marine species are encountered. The training also  
 demonstrates the different types of finds that can  
 be encountered, dating from prehistory through to  
 the modern period,  by providing a collection of finds  
 that have been previously reported for the wharf  
 staff to handle;

 ● produces the biannual Dredged Up newsletter which 
 aims to publicise the Protocol and highlight recent  
 finds and news. The newsletter is sent out to each  
 Nominated Contact, wharf and vessel that 
 implements the Protocol. The most recent issue, 
 Issue 33, printed in Autumn 2023 and all previous  
 Dredged Up newsletters can be found online5; 

 ● raises Protocol awareness amongst third parties,  
 such as geotechnical and environmental survey  
 companies working on behalf of the marine  
 aggregate industry; and

 ● is available to support and train individual Site  
 Champions to ensure that new and existing staff  
 are familiar with the Protocol, either in person, over  
 the telephone or via email.

Awareness visit to Murphy’s Wharf

http://www.wessexarch.co.uk/projects/marine/bmapa/dredged-up
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6. http://www.wessexarch.co.uk/projects/marine/bmapa/docs.html

Amy Lammiman (Wessex Archaeology)  
conducts training for members of the Brett team  

at Flathouse Quay, a new site in Portsmouth

that they may add them to their working portfolios. These 
are emailed to each Site Champion or wharf manager after a 
wharf has been visited. Additionally, a feedback form is also 
given to the attending wharf staff at the end of each visit (or 
emailed) to gather comments and suggestions so that we 
can continue to make improvements to Protocol Awareness 
and the way we deliver the training.

Contact is maintained through regular emails, the Facebook 
page, the annual report and the Dredged Up newsletter. 

All archaeological awareness materials can be accessed 
through the Protocol pages on Wessex Archaeology’s 
website6 and are available in English, Dutch and French.

The Protocol Implementation Team firmly believe that these 
visits are key to the success of the scheme as it promotes 
enthusiasm, increases knowledge and resolves issues. 
As well as delivering the training, the visits allow Wessex 
Archaeology to maintain contact with wharves and vessels; 
keep the content fresh; boost interest in the Protocol and 
promote it to both new and existing staff.

If you would like to arrange a Protocol Awareness Visit 
or would like to receive more advice on finds and finds 
reporting, please contact Wessex Archaeology via  
protocol@wessexarch.co.uk. 

Visits to wharves
Since the 2021–2022 annual report was published, there 
have been five Protocol Awareness Visits. Contact has also 
been maintained through emails.

The training sessions last around 30 minutes to minimise 
disruption to the work of the wharf and are often split into 
two or three sessions so that the wharf can continue working 
with a rotation of staff. Each session is designed to be 
informal and involves an interactive presentation to explain 
the different ways archaeology can reach the seabed and 
what to do if it is found in the cargo landed at the wharf. 

The reporting process is also discussed (see Page 5). 

A member of the Implementation Team brings an array of 
archaeological finds previously reported through the Protocol 
that wharf staff can handle and discuss. The training also 
sets out guidelines on what to do if a find is suspected to 
contain asbestos or if marine invasive non-native species are 
encountered. A member of the Implementation Team also 
brings handouts, laminated scale sheets and branded photo 
scale cards. Questions can be asked at any time during the 
training and an informal discussion is usually had at the end 
of the presentation. The handouts, photo scale cards and 
scale sheets are designed to be left at the wharf to enable 
the Site Champions to induct future new employees and so 
that current employees can refresh their memories. 

Training certificates are sent out to the Site Champions to 
give to all wharf staff who receive the awareness training so 

http://www.wessexarch.co.uk/projects/marine/bmapa/docs.html
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7. net.wessexarch.co.uk/bmapa/login.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2fbmapa%2findex.aspx 
8. www.gov.uk/report-wreck-material

BMAPA company Nominated Contact Position

Britannia Aggregates Ltd Richard Fifield Marine Resources Manager
CEMEX UK Marine Ltd Samantha Ringwood 

Joe Holcroft
GIS & Licence Co-ordinator
Resource Manager

DEME Building Materials Ltd Christophe Matton
Tom Janssens

Marine Resources Manager
General Manager

Hanson Aggregates Marine Ltd
(now Heidelberg Materials)

Nigel Griffiths
Amy Stewart
Bryn Lockwood

Principal Resources Manager
Marine Resource Geologist
GIS and Resource Coordinator

Isle of Wight Aggregates Edward Skinner Marine Resources Coordinator
Kendall Bros Ltd Paul Stevens Managing Director
Tarmac Marine Edward Skinner Marine Resources Coordinator
Volker Dredging Ltd Will Drake General Manager

Above: Wessex Archaeology staff with the mammoth tooth found by Darryl Mason 
aboard the Hanson Dredger Arco Avon, which was reported to the Protocol in 
November 2019 and is now on display in the Natural History Museum

Reporting process
Archaeological finds identified by wharf and vessel staff 
are reported through a Site Champion to the designated 
Nominated Contact of the company owning the wharf or vessel.

The process is designed so that the Nominated Contact  
uploads the images and information about the discovery, 
using the preliminary form, to the secure online console7. The 
console alerts the Protocol Implementation Service operated 
by Wessex Archaeology and the find is added to the database.

In some instances a Site Champion may prefer to report  
the material directly to the Protocol Implementation Team 
rather than going through the Nominated contact. In any 
case the Nominated Contact should be informed and will 
be included on any further correspondence between the 
Protocol Implementation Team and the finder.

If the find is classed as wreck material, it will need to be 
reported to the Receiver of Wreck under the Merchant 
Shipping Act 1995 by the Nominated Contact. Although 
reporting the material was previously undertaken by the 
Protocol Implementation Service, the Receiver of Wreck has 
recently streamlined their process, and any finds should 
now be reported directly by the Nominated Contact to the 
Receiver of Wreck via their online form8. The Nominated 
Contact should then provide the Protocol Implementation 
Service with the RoW number, to ensure that finds can be 
identified using either unique ID in the future.

The Protocol Implementation Team investigates the find, and 
may send photographs and information to external specialists 
for additional interpretation, and then compile a report. Most 
of the reports are confined to an A4 page and will have an 
image of the object taken with a scale for reference.  

The Protocol Implementation Team then communicates 
directly with the Nominated Contact and/or Site Champion 
regarding the archaeological importance of the discovery, its 
conservation and any storage recommendations.

The Nominated Contacts for each company during the  
2022-2023 reporting year are detailed below.

http://net.wessexarch.co.uk/bmapa/login.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2fbmapa%2findex.aspx
https://www.gov.uk/report-wreck-material
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This anchor, Tarmac_1056, was discovered in aggregate dredged from Licence 
Area 430 in the East Coast dredging region, approximately 25 km east of 

Southwold, Suffolk. Tom Imrie discovered it on board City of London.
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Protocol update
In 2022–2023, the Protocol celebrated its 18th year! During 
this year, 47 individual finds were reported through the 
Protocol (from 38 reports) including mammoth bones, a 
torpedo depth gauge and a US submarine badge. These have 
been added to a database of over 2350 finds reported since 
the launch of the scheme in 2005. 

Without the reporting process, finds from dredged aggregate 
would most likely never have entered the archaeological 
record. Dredgers allow us to access areas of the seabed 
otherwise physically unexplored. The reporting procedure 
laid out in the Protocol is designed to allow users to follow 
an effective process of documenting and reporting finds. The 
Protocol Implementation Team aim to identify and conduct 
research on the find before producing a short report and 
sharing the information with marine aggregate industry staff 
and the named authorities. In an instance when the team 
cannot identify the object, an in-house or external specialist 
will be contacted to ensure that the utmost is done to provide 
a background and relative age on the reported find.

Future visits to the wharves to give the archaeological 
awareness training will be arranged for 2024 and it is hoped 
that Historic England and the Receiver of Wreck will be able 
to come along on one of the visits.

The number of reports each year and the ongoing success 
of the Protocol confirms that it is as relevant now as it was 
in 2005. The support of the marine aggregate industry has 
once again been substantial, with the continued reporting 
of significant archaeological finds maintained at a high 
standard through the Protocol and the welcome received 
during wharf visits.

Marine aggregates are an essential component of the UK 
building materials supply chain, and the anticipated scale 
and speed of marine development is leading to increasing 
competition for seabed space and environmental capacity.

This year a digital StoryMap was released showcasing the 
prehistoric archaeology that has come to light through the 
almost 20 years of the Protocol. The interactive StoryMap 
highlights the Protocol Awareness Programme, finds from 
Licence Area 240 and the regions of the Palaeo-Yare, and 
Operational sampling. This is available online9.

Through the implementation of the Protocol, the marine 
aggregate industry has demonstrated that this is a cost-
effective mitigation option for protecting cultural heritage that 
is both fragile and finite. The Protocol Awareness Programme 
trains wharf and vessel staff to recognise and report finds 
of archaeological interest discovered within cargoes without 
the need of an archaeologist being present. Because of the 
success of the Protocol, the model has been adapted and 
implemented for use in several other industries, and Wessex 
Archaeology continues to run scheme-specific protocols for 
other commercial development projects based on the marine 
aggregate industry model. 

Further information about the Protocol and the Protocol 
Implementation Service is available online9.

To contact the Protocol Implementation Service, email 
protocol@wessexarch.co.uk or phone 01722 326 867.

8. storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/2968f0b4062245ee815d04124bbd9368
9. www.wessexarch.co.uk/our-work/marine-aggregate-industry-protocol-
reporting-finds-archaeological-interest

Training for the 
Implementation Team
During this year, members of the Implementation Team 
undertook additional e-learning refresher training in  
asbestos awareness. 

https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/2968f0b4062245ee815d04124bbd9368
https://www.wessexarch.co.uk/our-work/marine-aggregate-industry-protocol-reporting-finds-archaeological-interest
https://www.wessexarch.co.uk/our-work/marine-aggregate-industry-protocol-reporting-finds-archaeological-interest
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Dredged Up
Archaeology  Finds  Repor ting  Ser vice  Newsletter

Autumn 2023
Issue 33

1

Welcome to Issue 33 of  

Dredged Up, the newsletter of 

the Marine Aggregate Industry 

Archaeological Protocol. Since the 

last newsletter in Spring 2023,  

41 finds have been reported in  

32 reports.

Pages 2 and 3 take a different kind of a look at 

recent finds reported since the last newsletter – 

focussing on aircraft material from Area 340.  

A huge thank you to everyone who reported  

other types of material from other areas as well –  

all Wharf Reports will be available in the Annual 

Report later this year.

Page 4 highlights one of the most exciting finds 

reported to the protocol – ‘’Cedric’’ the mammoth 

tooth! Page 5 goes on to take a deeper dive on 

mammoths and how their teeth are interesting 

and useful for archaeologists!

Some of this year’s Awareness Visits are 

celebrated on page 6 including to Cemex 

Dagenham, the new Brett wharf at Portsmouth 

and aboard Britannia Beaver!

A fun quiz covering some of the almost 2,500 finds 

reported to the Protocol is on page 7!

Lowri with “Cedric” the mommoth tooth -  

see page 6 to learn more!

Goodbyes!

The implementation team have had to say 

goodbye to some members recently, on page 8  

we say farewell to Lowri and Amy and see what 

their highlights of the Protocol are! And we 

welcome aboard new members Stephanie Morris 

and Adam Nightingale.

Dredged UpArchaeology  Finds  Repor ting  Ser vice  Newsletter

Spring 2023
Issue 32

1

Welcome to Issue 32 of  Dredged Up, the newsletter of 
the Marine Aggregate Industry 
Archaeological Protocol. Since the 
last newsletter in Autumn 2022, 
10 finds have been reported in 
10 reports.

We celebrate this year’s finds awards winners 

on pages 2 and 3! A huge congratulations to the 

recipients of the awards that include best attitude 

by a wharf, best attitude by a vessel and best find.
Pages 4 and 5 take a look at a selection of the 

amazing finds reported since the last newsletter. 

There were many to choose from and we would like 

to thank each and every person who reported them.
On Pages 6 and 7 we take a look at one of the 

most unique and exciting finds reported through 

the Protocol; a shipwreck found in CEMEX’s  

Denge Quarry! Find out more about the first 

terrestrial find reported through the Protocol, as 

seen on BBC’s Digging for Britain!The first awareness visits of the year are 

celebrated on page 8, when the Implementation 

Team went to Tarmac’s Tilbury and Greenwich 

Wharves  in February.

Discover more of the fascinating 
prehistoric archaeology that has come to light 

through almost 20 years of Marine Aggregate 

Industry Archaeological Protocol in this handy 

digital StoryMap! 
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/2968f0

b4062245ee815d04124bbd9368?fbclid=IwA

R3hMODzQnq4OXN9BMPIFRJBqlvJNgugqPL_E-

PobuSGPr1oh60LP0gJHBU

Archaeologist Ben Saunders  
investigating a section of the  
wooden shipwreck reported from  
CEMEX’s Denge Quarry

Stone tools of late Middle  
Pleistocene age (337,000-130,000 BP)

7

Dredged Up newsletter
In 2022–2023, two issues of the biannual Dredged Up 
newsletter were produced: Issue 32 and Issue 33.

Issue 32 was released in April 2023 and outlined some 
of the year’s finds as well as publishing the winners of 
the annual Finds Awards. This issue introduced the first 
terrestrial find reported through the Protocol; a shipwreck 
found in CEMEX’s Denge Quarry. The first awareness visits 
of the year to Tarmac’s Tilbury and Greenwich wharves 
were also celebrated.

Issue 33 was distributed in November 2023 and featured 
the latest ‘Finds Round Up’. It also took a look at the 
excellent awareness visits to Cemex Dagenham, Brett 
Portsmouth and aboard Britannia Beaver. The story of 
‘Cedric’ the mammoth tooth and its new home at the 
Natural History Museum, London was also presented, 
alongside a look at the importance of mammoth teeth. 
We also said goodbye to Lowri and Amy, members of the 
Protocol team, and welcomed Steph and Adam.

The newsletters are distributed to every wharf, all vessels 
and BMAPA member companies as well as The Crown 
Estate, Historic England, the Receiver of Wreck and a 
variety of other organisations, individuals and the general 
public during conferences and events. 

A wider audience is reached with the digital copy of the  
newsletter that is posted on the Marine Aggregate Facebook 
page and Wessex Archaeology’s social media platforms 
including Facebook and LinkedIn. The digital edition is also 
downloadable from Wessex Archaeology’s website10.

The newsletters reach a wide audience to promote the 
operation of the Protocol and provide a positive showcase 
for the industry’s activities. They are also an important 
tool for raising and maintaining awareness and interest by 
publicising dredged finds and the dredging process. 

10. www.wessexarch.co.uk/our-work/marine-aggregate-industry-protocol-
reporting-finds-archaeological-interest

In Issue 33, we said goodbye to two members of the Protocol Implementation 
Team, Amy Lammiman and Lowri Roberts (top) and welcomed two new 
members, Stephanie Morris (middle) and Adam Nightingale (bottom)

https://www.wessexarch.co.uk/our-work/marine-aggregate-industry-protocol-reporting-finds-archaeological-interest
https://www.wessexarch.co.uk/our-work/marine-aggregate-industry-protocol-reporting-finds-archaeological-interest
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Best Attitude by a Wharf

In the 2021-2022 Finds Awards, we recognised the  
staff at Clubbs Denton Wharf! Since new manager  
Mark Wraight started, he and the rest of the wharf staff have 
had a great attitude with requesting a visit from  
the Implementation Team for awareness training.  
They have subsequently reported many great finds, including 
cannon fragments that were featured in the last edition of 
Dredged Up alongside aircraft components and a mill stone.

Finds Awards
The 2021–2022 Finds Awards were made to the following 
wharf and vessels, published in Issue 32 of Dredged Up. 
The Finds Awards for the 2022-2023 reporting year will be 
announced in the Spring Dredged Up (Issue 34).

Best Attitude by a Vessel

Thank you to each vessel that has reported finds through 
the Protocol over the past reporting year. We congratulate 
Hanson’s Arco Avon for winning the award for 2021–
2022, after they reported six finds within three reports: 
Hanson_1026, a collection of three objects including 
the baseplate of a naval shell, an animal bone and an 
unidentified object, Hanson_1035, a large intact cannonball 
and Hanson_1036, two objects including the ball end of a 
bar shot and a conical object. Congratulations to finders  
M. Morley and Lance Allen! 

Above: Tony McKenna (Assistant Manager of Denton Wharf) holding 
Clubbs_1030 and Clubbs_1031; below: Brad with remains of cannon 
Clubbs_1024

Above: Hanson_1036 (bottom) and Hanson_1035 (top) together;  
below: the baseplate of a naval shell, one of a collection of three objects 
making up Hanson_1026
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Best Find

The best find of the 2021–2022 reporting year went to 
Brett_1019 (see image below). This find consists of three 
aircraft parts and 43 munitions all discovered within the 
same cargo dredged from Licence Area 340 in the South 
Coast dredging region, approximately 8.5 km south-east 
of the Isle of Wight. Paul Russell and Conrad Stuckey 
discovered the objects at Newhaven Wharf.

Wharf staff alerted the Implementation Team that they may 
have come across aircraft wreckage. In the initial report 
they highlighted that there is still paint remaining on one of 
the parts, potentially in a camouflage pattern. Images were 
sent to external specialist Steve Vizard who said that the 
larger piece is an engine valve that looks to be from a radial 
engine type, and the ammunition is .50 calibre, therefore 
initially pointing towards an American aircraft. Apart from the 
Mustang, which had an inline Merlin engine, most Second 
World War American aircraft used a radial engine and all 
American aircraft had .50 calibre Browning machine guns. 
He said that previous experience would lead him to believe 
that it’s more likely to be a bomber than a fighter, which 
could mean that if it were outbound, there could well be 
heavy ordnance in the area. However, most ditched their 
ammunition on the way back. Steve confirmed with  
a colleague that the engine valve is from a Wright Cyclone. 

This large radial engine was predominantly fitted to the 
American B-17 Flying Fortress and this is further confirmed 
by the aluminium strut section that appears to be a wing rib 
brace from a B-17. 

The American Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress is a four-engine 
heavy bomber developed in the 1930s for the United States 
Army Air Corps (USAAC). It proved reliable and efficient 
enough to be used in almost every theatre of the Second 
World War. Legendary for its ability to sustain heavy damage 
in battle and bolstered by its nearly self-sufficient firepower, 
B-17s were most often used for daytime raids over Germany, 
as well as to wreak havoc on enemy shipping in the Pacific. 
Steve was also asked what the likelihood was of an entire 
aircraft wreck being on the seabed in this area. He said that 
it would be presumed that these parts wouldn’t be too far 
away from the wreck site, however, depending on the amount 
of fishing and trawling that has taken place over the last  
75 years, the parts could be distributed over a large area. 
Staff at the wharf have been asked to be vigilant for any 
other aircraft material dredged from this licence area. 

More details about this find can be seen in the 2021–
2022 Annual Report where it featured in Case Study 2 
alongside Brett_1032.
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Report ID Description Licence Area Region Wharf/
Vessel

No.

Tarmac_1049 Aircraft fragment 430 East Coast Vessel 1
Hanson_1050 Cannonball 401/2 East Coast Wharf 1
Hanson_1052 Engine component 401/2 or 461 East Coast Wharf 1
Hanson_1053 Metal disc 461 East English Channel Vessel 1
Brett_1054 Torpedo depth gauge 351 South Coast Wharf 1
Tarmac_1055 Distal end of cow femur 430 or 460 East Coast or East 

English Channel
Wharf 1

Tarmac_1056 Anchor 430 East Coast Vessel 1
Tarmac_1057 Possible hag stone 351 South Coast Wharf 1
Hanson_1059 Lid of a trinket or cosmetics box Possibly 401/2 East Coast Wharf 1
Tarmac_1060 Fossil 460 East English Channel Wharf 1
Tarmac_1061 Stone 509/3 Thames Estuary Wharf 1
CEMEX_1062 Ejector seat part 137 South Coast Wharf 1
Brett_1063 Cannonball 340 South Coast Wharf 1
Brett_1064 Cone 340 South Coast Wharf 1
Brett_1065 Cannonball 351 South Coast Wharf 1
Brett_1066 Metal bracket 340 South Coast Wharf 1
Brett_1067 Various metal parts 340 South Coast Wharf 8
Tarmac_1068 Metal object Unknown Unknown Wharf 1
Tarmac_1070 Metal flower Unknown Unknown Wharf 1
Britannia_1071 Brass key 340 South Coast Vessel 1
Britannia_1072 Plane part 340 South Coast Vessel 1
Britannia_1073 Gas cylinder 340 South Coast Vessel 1
Britannia_1074 Bomb shackle 340 South Coast Vessel 1
Hanson_1075 Anchor head 401/2 East Coast Vessel 1
Britannia_1076 Aircraft fragment 340 South Coast Wharf 1
Brett_1077 Cannonball 340 South Coast Wharf 1
Hanson_1078 Animal bones, probably mammoth Unknown Unknown Wharf 2
Hanson_1079 Metal cap Unknown Unknown Wharf 1
Brett_1080 Aircraft part 340 South Coast Wharf 1
Tarmac_1081 Bone 351 South Coast Wharf 1
Hanson_1082 Cannonball 473 South Coast Vessel 1
Brett_1083 Metal gear/bracket 340 South Coast Wharf 1
Tarmac_1084 US Submarine Badge 127/1 South Coast Wharf 1
CEMEX_1085 Broken off metal part, marking with 'ZM24' 512 East Coast Wharf 1
Cemex_1086 Possible piece of ship timber with treenail 513/1 East Coast Wharf 2
Hanson_1088 Tile 401/2A East Coast Wharf 1
Hanson_1089 Nail 401/2A East Coast Wharf 1
Hanson_1090 Bone 401/2A East Coast Wharf 1

Reports: Protocol
During the 18th year of operation, Wessex Archaeology 
received 38 reports through the Protocol Implementation 
Service. These reports encompassed details of 47 separate 
finds. Further details of each discovery are shown below and 
included in the wharf reports appended to this report.   

Finds reported in 2022–2023
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Specialists
Members of the Protocol Implementation Team do their best 
to identify and research each and every find, but sometimes 
additional help is needed, and both in-house experts at 
Wessex Archaeology and external specialists, companies and 
organisations are consulted. It’s a great way to find out more 
information about objects, with regards to their identification, 
age and possible source. Since the implementation of the 
Protocol in 2005, the number of willing and valuable experts 
we consult has grown to include a range of fields. 

Expert Advice given concerning Institution/organisation/role

Euan McNeill Maritime artefacts Wessex Archaeology
Alistair Byford-Bates Maritime artefacts Wessex Archaeology
Graham Scott Maritime artefacts Wessex Archaeology
Paolo Croce Maritime artefacts Wessex Archaeology
Lorrain Higbee Zooarchaeology Wessex Archaeology
Lorraine Mepham Pottery, vessels and cutlery Wessex Archaeology
Phil Andrews Technical specialist Wessex Archaeology
Charles Trollope Cannonballs Historical Ordnance Expert
Anthony Mansfield Mechanics and engineering Senior Naval Engineer
Trevor Parker Ordnance Ordnance Society
Mark Khan Ordnance Fellows International
Steve Vizard Aircraft Airframe Assemblies
Robert Cressman Submarine artefacts Underwater Archaeology Branch of the Naval History and 

Heritage Command of the US Navy

The table below provides a list of the specialists who gave 
advice during the 2022–2023 reporting year. Specialists that 
we have contacted in the past but not during this operational 
year are still included in Wessex Archaeology’s internal 
lists but have been omitted from the table below. We are 
extremely grateful to all the specialists who have assisted in 
the identification of Protocol finds over the last 18 years.

Specialist Paolo Croce (Wessex Archaeology) recording the timbers of the Dungeness Wreck using an Artec 3D scanner
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Case Study 1: Dungeness Wreck 
In April 2022, during dredging operations at CEMEX’s Denge 
Quarry near Lydd-on-Sea, on the Romney Marshes in Kent, 
a number of substantial ship’s timbers were recovered by 
the backhoe dredger that operates at the quarry. This was 
reported to the Protocol as Cemex_1029 and featured within 
the Annual report 2021–2022, however, more information 
about the wreck is now available to report.

The wreck included at least four large sections of hull which 
were recovered alongside other timbers from approximately 
4–6 m below the water level of the quarry. An archaeological 
exclusion zone was put in place around the location of 
the finds by the quarry staff, whilst Site Manager Michael 
Hinson reported the wreck to the Marine Aggregate Industry 
Protocol. This is the first time that a find had been reported 
from a terrestrial quarry and the discovery really highlighted 
the robustness of the Protocol.

Following the report, Senior Marine Archaeologist Alistair 
Byford-Bates travelled to the quarry to carry out preliminary 
recording to understand whether the remains were of 
archaeological significance. He recorded five structural 
elements comprising four sections of frames and planking, 
and one large section of hull with both inner and outer 
planking. In addition to these there was a mix of loose  
frames and planks. These were numbered and then 
measured, and multiple photographs were taken to aid 
further analysis and inform the next stage of the process. 
What was clear from the outset was that it was a well-
constructed and well-preserved open water sailing vessel, 
with potentially enough material surviving to calculate its 

scantlings (a ship’s dimensions), build method, and date. 
This last one was helped by what appeared to be a number 
of frames with sapwood, and even bark present, all factors  
to aid dendrochronology dating of the wood.

Following Alistair’s initial assessment, it was immediately 
identified that the wreck could be significant, and due to 
this and the potential threat of rapid degradation once the 
timbers were recovered, it was agreed with Kent County 
Council and Historic England to proceed with a phase of 
emergency recording. A team of archaeologists went to 
record the clearly significant remains in more detail. 
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The large sections of ship’s hull were recorded using 
photogrammetry. Then, the over 140 individual timbers were 
marked with unique identifiers on tags. Once all the timbers 
were marked, they were removed layer-by-layer to record the 
entirety of the structure. Deconstructing the timbers in this 
way allows the team to appreciate how the vessel was built 
and observe hidden details, such as wooden plates found in 
between some frames, as well as the individual adze marks.

Once disconnected, the timbers were then carefully cleaned 
and recorded using traditional tape measurements, detailed 
photography and recording forms. Then they were scanned using 
an Artec 3D scanner producing a digital image of each timber.

Nautical specialists can interpret each individual timber 
using the 3D scans obtained during the recording phase. 
Using this method allows them to capture the complex 
geometries of the timbers and diagnostic features such as 
fasteners and toolmarks, which can be traced directly onto 
the timber’s digital model.

Senior Marine Archaeologist and shipwwreck specialist  
Paolo Croce noted that the wreck had characteristics 
of the so-called ‘Iberian’ shipbuilding tradition. These 
techniques were very time-consuming so he concluded 
that the wreck was unlikely to be modern but could date 
from the 16th to 18th centuries. Paolo noted that we are 
potentially dealing with a well-used vessel, with timbers 
on its keel that cover a period of at least 20 years. To date 
the vessel, Historic England funded dendrochronological 
assessment of the timbers recovered during the initial 
assessment. Fifteen cross-sectional slices were taken for 
preliminary dendrochronological analysis to be carried out 
by external specialists. The samples all had between 44 
and 180 growth rings, which meant they were suitable for 
dendrochronological assessment. The tree ring matches 
showed that they could have been felled in the mid-late 16th 
century. One of the samples retained some sapwood and 
heartwood, which meant that a more precise felling date 
could be produced of AD 1558. This could make the ship 
contemporary with the Spanish Armada, one of the most 
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iconic naval engagements of the Elizabethan era. Twenty of 
the timbers appear to be contemporary and have an estimated 
felling date in the range AD 1534-47. A further five timbers are 
broadly contemporary and one of these has a precise felling 
date of spring AD 1561. The majority of the timbers seem to 
originate in East Anglia and Southeast England, though there 
is the possibility some of the later timbers came from further 
west. Many of the samples provided tree ring matches across 
several of the planks and framing timbers, and indicated that 
these were made of local Kent oak.

These dendrochronological assessments confirmed that this 
is an extremely rare discovery of a 16th century shipwreck. 
There are approximately only 500 16th to 17th century 
recorded wrecks around the coast of Kent and Sussex and 
less than 1% of these reported losses have been discovered 
on the seabed. Therefore, this pre-AD 1700 vessel is of 
national importance.

Once the phase of recording was complete, and following 
discussions with Kent County Council and Historic England 
regarding future storage of the timbers, it was agreed that 
they should be returned to a secure location within the 
quarry lake. Doing so has the advantage of ensuring that the 
ship assemblage remains together and available for study in 
the future. The material was covered by sand that had been 
excavated from the quarry, thus returning the timbers to their 
original environment and ensuring that the timbers remain 
in a suitable, permanently waterlogged environment for 
continued preservation.

One of the biggest mysteries regarding this wreck is how it 
got to its current location, as the quarry is 300 m from the 
sea. The location of the shipwreck suggested it was possibly 
linked to the shipyards and harbour at Small Hythe and the 
Cinque Ports. These were a confederation of ports, along the 
Kent and Sussex coast, dating back to at least the eleventh 
century, with their origin potentially in the Saxon period. 

Experts believe the quarry site would have once been on the 
coastline, and that the ship either wrecked on the shingle 
headland or was discarded at the end of its useful life and 
subsequently became buried by the accumulated sands 
and gravels. The absence of any additional artefacts within 
the bilge (base of the ship) or concreted to the hull, seems 
to point towards an abandonment of the wreck, possibly as 
hulk, or the salvaging of material following the wrecking of 
the vessel on an easily accessible section of coast. The fact 
that it was found below the storm beach gravel illustrates just 
how much the Dungeness landscape has changed since the 
wreck was buried and in itself presents an interesting avenue 
for further research.

The story of the recovery, recording and dendrochronological 
analysis of the ship was featured on Episode One, Series 
Ten of Digging for Britain on BBC2, which aired on 1 January 
2023. It was also featured in Dredged Up Issue 32, and a 
series of blogs to celebrate the one-year anniversary of the 
discovery of the wreck were released by Wessex Archaeology 
in August 202311.

A special thank you needs to go to the staff at Cemex’s 
Denge Quarry. Despite being a busy quarry site, they did 
an excellent job of reporting this unique wreck, voluntarily 
putting an exclusion zone where the wreck was found in the 
lake and fashioning a bespoke tank to submerge the remains 
to prevent deterioration before the archaeologists arrived on 
site. They also provided support during the survey, and we 
would like to thank them for their hospitality.

Thank you also to Kent County Council for managing the 
project, Historic England for funding the project, and 
dendrochronologist Robert Howard and timber specialist 
Damian Goodburn for their involvement in this project.  
Post-excavation work continues on the wreck.

Andrea Hamel (Wessex Archaeology) appears on Digging for Britain to discuss the story of the wreck’s recovery

11. www.wessexarch.co.uk/news/investigating-dungeness-shipwreck-
discovery-wreck

https://www.wessexarch.co.uk/news/investigating-dungeness-shipwreck-discovery-wreck
https://www.wessexarch.co.uk/news/investigating-dungeness-shipwreck-discovery-wreck
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One of the most intriguing finds reported this year was 
Tarmac_1084, seen below. The find was immediately noted 
as looking like a ship’s badge. Although it was clearly a 
fragment of a larger badge and quite aged, it was noted that 
it had a letter ‘N’ and what looked like a fox or wolf insignia. 
Although initially it was thought to be a ship badge nothing 
could be matched to an official Royal Navy warship badge or 
a Merchant Navy badge.

The Coastal & Marine team at Wessex Archaeology were 
consulted and Senior Marine Archaeologist and shipwreck 
specialist Paolo Croce managed to match the find to a picture 
of a ‘Sub Ron 4’ badge of the US Navy’s Submarine Squadron 
4. This badge bears more than a passing resemblance to 
the badge fragment found and the team therefore think 
this find could be part of this squadron’s badge. However, 
there is a mystery about how it got there. The team have 
searched hydrographic records and can find no reference to 
the loss of a US submarine or submarine tender in the area 
concerned. We know that Submarine Squadron 4 transferred 
to Key West from the Pacific in August 1945 and became 
part of the US Atlantic Fleet, now based in Connecticut. We 
suspect that squadron boats must have visited Portsmouth 
or the submarine base at Gosport at some point since 1945, 
possibly repeatedly. However, we have not traced any record 
of it having suffered a loss in the area. 

The team decided to convene with the Underwater 
Archaeology Branch of the Naval History and Heritage 
Command of the US Navy to shed some light on this find. 
The pictures of the find were forwarded to Robert Cressman, 
resident submarine expert and responsible for the Dictionary 
of American Naval Fighting Ships, as well as such books as 
the Official Chronology of the U.S. Navy in World War II. While 
he concurred with the assessment regarding the insignia 
semblance, he regrettably was unable to identify further 
information regarding the unit or how the piece came to 
rest where it did. The US Navy also reviewed their mapping 
database for any potential losses in the area that could 
have some relation to it, but unfortunately nothing seemed 
pertinent. Amongst a series of Liberty ships and other 
vessels, the only submarine in the general vicinity was S-24/
HMS P.555 off the Isle of Portland.

This find retains some mystery and has been an intriguing 
journey for the Protocol team. This is not the first instance 
where a Naval badge has caused some mystery, as was the 
case in the two Cavendish badges reported in 2008.

In November of that year, Cemex’s Dover wharf reported  
the discovery of a ship’s badge marked ‘Cavendish’. There 
have been several ships by the name of Cavendish but this 
badge relates to a destroyer built in 1944 for the Royal Navy. 

Case Study 2: Submarine and Warship Badges

Tarmac_1084, a find that retains some mystery: the letter ‘N’ and fox or wolf insignia included on this badge bear more than a passing resemblance to the badge 
of the US Navy’s Submarine Squadron N
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The Cavendish had a productive life after the Second World 
War until it was eventually retired. It arrived under tow in 
Blyth in Northumberland on 7 August 1967, where it was to 
be scrapped. 

When Cemex_0195 (see image top right) was discovered, 
images were sent to Jenny Wraight from the Royal College of 
Arms in Portsmouth, who confirmed that the badge belonged 
to the destroyer. The badge was designed in 1945, at which 
time there was an embargo on producing ships’ badges 
apart from a single screen badge, which was reduced to 
12” in size. On this basis, it was initially believed that this 
example, which measures approximately 12”, was the 
Cavendish’s wartime badge. However, our interpretation of 
this find, thought to be the only badge that would have been 
created for this wartime destroyer, altered after the discovery 
of a second, identical badge by Brett’s Cliffe Wharf, Kent 
(Brett_0228, see image bottom left) in 2009. The second 
badge bears the same name and design and is the same 
size as the Cemex badge.

Following the discovery of the second Cavendish badge, 
Wessex Archaeology contacted Jenny Wraight again and 
she suggested that one of the badges may be a copy. 
Such copies were made for presentation, either to high-
ranking officials who served on the vessels, or to towns 
who ‘adopted’ ships during Warship Week. Warship Week 
took place in 1942, before the Cavendish was built. During 
this time towns, cities and villages across the country were 
encouraged to raise money to ‘adopt’ a ship. Each town was 
given a financial target that they endeavoured to meet. The 
Cavendish was adopted by Kendal, in Cumbria, after the 
sinking of Kendal’s previously adopted ship in 1943. Wessex 
Archaeology contacted Kendal Museum and the Town Clerk 
but neither had any recollection of owning a badge or of a 
badge in their collections. 

Heather Johnson, Library Assistant at the Royal Naval 
Museum had a different hypothesis. She suggested that 
one of the badges was produced for the Cavendish in 1944, 
and that the second was commissioned for her refit in 
1955. This, states Heather, may be likely as both badges 
show considerable wear, indicating that both were displayed 
externally and making the creation of a replacement for 
the refit more likely. Prior to the refit the ship is said to have 
sustained ‘malicious damage’. This may also have led to the 
destruction, damaging or removal of the original badge. 

A further theory, that these badges originated on the 
lifeboats of the Cavendish, was considered, but the Royal 
Naval Museum in Portsmouth informs us that lifeboat badges 
would normally have measured approximately 5”, whereas 
the two dredged examples measure 12”.   

Both of the Cavendish badges and Tarmac_1084 have 
intrigued the Protocol Implementation Team and have 
provided interesting ways of accessing naval history. Two identical Cavendish badges - above, Cemex_0195; and below, Brett_0228
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During the Second World War, Britain would face an invasion 
for which it was completely unprepared. It would change 
the country forever. This was the ‘Friendly Invasion’ where 
members of the United States Army Air Force (USAAF) 
founded the VIII Bomber Command (BC), the VIII Fighter 
Command (FC), and the VIII Ground Air Services Command 
(GASC) together making the Eighth Air Force. This was 
an American unit stationed in East Anglia, which, at its 
height, would number 350,000 service personnel. These 
servicemen would carry out thousands of sorties over the 
East Coast of Britain, ranging as far north as Norway and 
deep into the heart of Nazi Germany. Thousands would lose 
their lives. 

As part of the Marine Aggregate Industry Archaeological 
Protocol, we can see some of the evidence of their battle for 
the skies of Europe. In Area 340, east of the Isle of Wight, 
there have been multiple examples of finds that help to paint 
this picture of fighting in the clouds. Here we will examine 
some of the objects recovered that help give us a glimpse 
into that conflict and link them to the impressive machines 
that would fight in them.

American Airpower

Britannia_1074
This find (seen above) was discovered by Dean Jackson 
and Robert Lockley. The inscriptions helped identify the 
find as a B7 bomb shackle. These shackles were what 
enabled American strategic bomber aircraft to safely store 
their munitions in flight before electronically releasing them 
over their desired target. Needless to say, these pieces 
of equipment were vital to a bomber force being able to 
carry out their mission. These shackles were used on three 
American aircraft: the B-17 ‘Flying Fortress’, the B-24 
‘Liberator’, and B-25 ‘Mitchell’.

The ’Flying Fortress’ is the most well-known American 
bomber from the Second World War. B-17s were bristling 
with 11 .50 calibre machine guns. It was believed the aircraft 
could fight its way into German airspace, even without fighter 
support. The lack of fighter support was necessary due to the 
lack of a long-range escort fighter. Neither the British Spitfire 
nor the American P-47 had the range to accompany the 
bombers to their targets and back to bases in the UK. The 
RAF had worked around this issue by carrying out nighttime 
raids. Without airborne radar, German fighter aircraft could 

only locate British bombers by chance. While safer, bombing 
at night was extremely inaccurate, with precision strikes 
against specific strategic targets impossible. Joined by B-24s 
with their 10 .50 BMG defensive guns, the decision was 
made to execute daylight raids into Germany and challenge 
the Luftwaffe for control of the skies.

It was a degree of overconfident optimism that the Luftwaffe 
would soon shatter. The strategy of daytime raiding would 
lead to events like ‘Black Week’. During a series of raids, 
operating from bases across East Anglia, the Eighth Air Force 
took horrendous losses. In one raid, the 100th Bomb Group 
lost all but one of their 13 B-17s. In all, the Eighth Air Force 
would lose 148 of their aircraft, with over 1,500 airmen lost. 
Several aircraft would crash on their return. In one instance, 
the German Luftwaffe was able to follow groups of B-24 
bombers back into their airbases in East Anglia. Attacking the 
aircraft during their vulnerable landing manoeuvres, resulting 
in ten aircraft being destroyed, and many more damaged and 
aircrew killed. 

Britannia_1073
With the chance of being shot down so high, it was 
important for bomber crews to be equipped in case of 
emergency. Discovered by Dean Jackson and Robert Lockley, 
Britannia_1073 is a USAAF H1 oxygen cylinder, better known 
as a ‘bailout bottle’. These would have contained around 
124 bar of breathable gas that were carried by all USAAF 
aircrew. With the casualties that the Eighth Air Force were 
sustaining, they were desperately needed. In the event an 
aircraft suffered catastrophic damage, the crew’s only means 
of escape would be to jump out of their likely burning aircraft. 

While in ideal situations the pilot could lower the altitude 
of the plane to 15,000 feet, after taking damage enough to 
need to bail out, this was clearly not always possible. This 
could mean bailing out of your aircraft at 30,000 feet. This is 
the height of Mount Everest, with less than a third the oxygen 
at sea level and air temperatures of around -45 degrees. 
B-17 and B-24 aircraft were not pressurised, so crewmen 
would connect their breathing apparatus to ports in the 
airframe, which would provide air. On bailing, these would 
need to be disconnected and hooked up to the H1 bailout 
bottle. These would give around 10 minutes of breathing 
time. If this system failed, the advice given to aircrews was to 
‘take a deep breath’ before disconnecting from the plane’s 
air supply and jumping. 

Case Study 3: The War in the Air: East of the Isle of Wight (Area 340)

Britannia_1074, a B7 bomb shackle, identified based on  
the reference marks [TYPE-B-7] [100-1100] and [FRONT]
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The combination of freezing temperatures and a lack of 
oxygen could cause bailing crewmen to pass out during 
the jump. This could have disastrous consequences for 
crewmen who needed to manually activate and deploy their 
parachutes. The chances of being recovered if aircrew then 
landed in the sea were extremely slim. If an aircraft remained 
under control, it could be landed on the water, known as 
ditching. Here, the crew could deploy inflatable dinghies 
and could last a few days awaiting rescue. In the event of 
a bailout, the cold water meant that aircrew may only last 
minutes. A horrific choice for aircrew on-board damaged 
planes, to jump and face the cold water, or remain on a 
burning, crashing plane.

Brett_1019
Paul Russel and Conrad Stuckey discovered these finds 
which, among other things, show how American aircrew 
were able to fight back against the Luftwaffe. Thirty .50 BMG 
rounds of ammunition and thirteen .50 BMG projectiles were 
recovered. During the Second World War, the M2 Browning 
Machine Gun was fitted onto almost all American aircraft. 
The .50 BMG round was notably more powerful than the 
.303 calibre machine guns that armed British aircraft and 
would remain in American service throughout the war. British 
fighter aircraft transitioned to cannon armament as the war 
progressed, and reliability issues pertaining to the Hispano 
20 mm cannon were addressed. However, there was no way 
to equip these more effective weapons to bombers, with 
Bomber Command needing to wait till the end of the war and 
the introduction of the Avro Lincoln. It was this difference 
in perceived defensive capabilities between the British and 
American bombers that gave the USAAF the confidence to 
carry out its daytime raids. An M2 BMG fired a round more 
than three times heavier than the .303 Browning’s used 
by the Lancasters and Wellingtons. A .50 BMG round was 
also capable of containing a small explosive, incendiary, or 
armour-piercing payload. 

Site staff must adhere to the munitions reporting 
guidance, and company H&S procedures when discovering 
and reporting items of potential ordnance.

A, B and C, above: Britannia_1073, a small gas cylinder with valve and gauge, 
discovered by Dean Jackson and Robert Lockley on board Britannia Beaver.  
The letters [..HOCHEM..] and [..AND] are visible on the neck of the valve

RIght, Brett_1019: D, an aircraft component which appears to be a wing rib 
brace from a B17; E, an aircraft component with paint still visible;  
and F, munitions discovered in the same cargo and therefore possibly relating 
to the same aircraft wreckage

D
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A
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Cemex_0999 
It is important to note that the American aircrew of the Eighth 
Air Force were not alone in the battle for the skies of Europe. 
The RAF and USAAF would regularly take on missions together. 
The 20 mm cannon shell and five projectiles (seen below)
recovered by Ricardo Plummer give us some evidence for that. 

The Do-217 was an improvement on the earlier Do-17 design 
and would eventually become a mainstay of the Luftwaffe’s 
bomber fleet in the West. The Luftwaffe preferred the lighter 
twin-engine design over the heavier four-engine bombers, 
which the Allies preferred. This lighter and faster design 
made them less effective as strategic bombers but made 
them quicker and cheaper to produce.

The twin-engine multi-role aircraft, the JU-88, was the most 
produced German bomber design, with only the American 
B-24 Liberator being produced in greater quantities. A 
reason for this was the varied roles which the JU-88 could 
be deployed on. The JU-88 would function as a bomber, 
dive bomber, night fighter or heavy fighter. During the Battle 
of Britain, their higher speed than other bombers failed to 
compensate for reliability concerns, which led to a greater 
number of losses over comparable aircraft despite smaller 
numbers being deployed to the theatre.

The last combat on the British mainland engaging a foreign 
enemy combatant involved the downed crew of a JU-88A. 
Shot down in September 1940 in Kent, the four-man crew 
all survived the crash. Armed with the aircraft’s machine 
guns and a submachine gun they attempted to destroy the 
sensitive equipment onboard the aircraft. When men from 
the London Irish Rifles arrived at the crash site, they opened 
fire on the Luftwaffe crew, wounding one and causing the 
others to surrender. The capture of the nearly intact aircraft 
was a significant intelligence boost for the British Forces. 
The incident was kept as secret as possible to hide the 
knowledge from the Germans that their equipment could be 
in British hands.

Further evidence for the sacrifices made during the defence 
of Britain and the fight against Nazism remains on the sea 
floor. Those working in licence areas with a high potential for 
discovery of material, such as Area 340, need to remain vigilant 
so we can make sure those sacrifices are remembered.

Site staff must adhere to the munitions reporting 
guidance, and company H&S procedures when discovering 
and reporting items of potential ordnance.

Above, a 20 mm cannon shell and five projectiles making up Cemex_0999

Above, three pieces of a series of components from a BMW 801 engine 
making up Brett_1032, which was found by Conrad Stuckey 

As the Battle of Britain escalated, it quickly became apparent 
that even with eight machine guns mounted in the wings, 
the Hurricanes and Spitfires of the RAF were not capable of 
delivering enough damage to an enemy aircraft, particularly 
bombers, to bring down the enemy. It was decided to mount 
the Hispano-Suiza HS.404 20 mm cannon on a few Spitfires 
to trial. To fit the far larger weapon into the wing of a Spitfire, it 
needed to be placed on its sides. The weapons had never been 
designed to feed at this angle; the result was terrible reliability, 
with the weapons jamming after only one or two rounds. 

The solution came with the now iconic ‘blisters’ in the Spitfire 
wings, which gave just enough room for the weapons to be 
installed upright. This meant that the Spitfire, armed with a 
pair of 20 mm Hispanos, could compete against the cannon-
armed Focke Wulf Fw-190 and Messerschmitt Bf-109. 

The German Luftwaffe

Brett_1032
Found by Conrad Stuckey, the finds shown to the right are 
a series of engine components from a BMW 801 engine. 
This was a 14-cylinder radial aircraft engine and capable 
of producing up to 1,970 hp. They would be fitted to three 
Luftwaffe aircraft, the single seat Fucke Wulf Fw-190 fighter 
and the twin engine bombers the Dornier Do-217 and 
Junkers JU-88. 

The Fw-190 would only see sporadic deployment over Britain, 
primarily being deployed on the Eastern Front. However, when 
deployed against the USAAF and RAF it proved a superior 
aircraft, with a superior armament, faster speeds and turning 
circles than the American P-47 and Spitfire MkV. Only with 
the introduction of the Spitfire MkIX and Mustang P-51 did 
the Allies reclaim their edge. The four 20 mm cannons fitted 
into the aircrafts wings could make short work of enemy 
bombers when they were encountered.
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In the Annual Report to BMAPA 2019-202012 we reported on 
Hanson_0958, an animal bone that was thought to possibly 
exhibit evidence of marks from a stone tool.

There was a delay in getting the bone assessed by the 
Natural History Museum in London due to covid restrictions, 
however, in December 2022, the bone was assessed by 
Simon Parfitt, Lucile Crété and Silvia Bello. The following 
provides a summary of their report.

The bone consists of the distal end and most of the shaft of 
the tibia of a horse. The size of the tibia is consistent with 
Middle-Late Pleistocene Equus ferus. The features of interest 
include a spiral fracture with chipped edges (a), linear 
incisions that cut across the distal end of the shaft (b), and 
an oval depression located on the anterior face of the distal 
end (c), which was not examined.

The areas of interest were imaged using an optical focus 
variation microscope (Alicona G5+ Infinite Focus System, 

Updates on past finds – Hanson_0958: Animal Bone

12. www.wessexarch.co.uk/sites/default/files/field_file/annual%20report%202019-2020.pdf

Alicona Imaging GmbH, Austria).  The breakage features on 
Hanson_0958 were then compared with the taphonomic 
reference collection at the Natural History Museum, as 
well as fossil assemblages from Kents Cavern, Devon 
and Gough’s Cave, Cheddar, Somerset, that demonstrate 
carnivore chewing and butchery of horse bones.

It was determined that the spiral break likely occurred soon 
after death, when the bone was fresh, and it is thought 
that the tibia was broken and flaked by a large mammalian 
carnivore, such as a spotted hyena. The linear incision 
is suggestive of the marks from trampling and sediment 
abrasion. Although this ruled out deliberate human action on 
the bone, the association with hyenas remains very exciting, 
as it supports the conclusions found on the scavenged rhino 
scapula Hanson_0937 discovered in 201912, and continues 
to provide information about what the environment would 
have been like in the East Coast region in the past, as the 
spotted hyena became extinct approximately 31,000 years 
ago in Britain and north-west Europe.

https://www.wessexarch.co.uk/sites/default/files/field_file/annual%20report%202019-2020.pdf
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Report ID Droit Number

Tarmac_1049 308/22 

Hanson_1050 304/22

Hanson_1052 320/22

Hanson_1053 318/22

Brett_1054 007/23

Tarmac_1056 011/23

Hanson_1059 013/23

Cemex_1062 018/23

Brett_1063 019/23

Brett_1064 022/23

Brett_1065 023/23

Brett_1066 024/23

Brett_1067 025/23

Tarmac_1068 065/23

Tarmac_1070 066/23

Britannia_1071 026/23

Britannia_1072 027/23

Britannia_1073 028/23

Britannia_1074 029/23

Hanson_1075 021/23

Hanson_1082 036/23

Tarmac_1084 045/23

Cemex_1085 045/23

Cemex_1086 068/23

Hanson_1088 117/23

Hanson_1089 117/23

Liaison and accessibility
Details of each discovery have been sent to: 

Mark Russell British Marine Aggregate Producers Association
Stuart Churchley Historic England, Marine Planning  
Archaeological Officer
Neil Guiden Historic England, Data and Analysis Manager
Andrew Cameron The Crown Estate
Nick Everington The Crown Estate
Mark Wrigley The Crown Estate

Details of discoveries regarded as wreck under the Merchant 
Shipping Act 1995 have been forwarded to the Receiver of 
Wrecks, Graham Caldwell and Lydia Woolley, and Deputy 
Receiver of Wrecks Andrea Bailey and Callum Thomas. In 
2022–2023 the following reports were deemed to represent 
items of wreck, and the table includes the droit numbers 
assigned by the Receiver of Wreck:

This year seven reports may have been related to aircraft 
(see appended Wharf Reports for more details): 

 ● Brett_1080
 ● Britannia_1072
 ● Britannia_1073
 ● Britannia_1074
 ● Britannia_1076
 ● Cemex_1086
 ● Tarmac_1049

Although the Protocol received a number of reports of 
artefacts which may relate to vessels considered to be 
wreck material, none of them were thought to directly relate 
to unknown and uncharted wreck sites. Consequently, no 
reports were forwarded to the United Kingdom Hydrographic 
Office (UKHO) in the 2022–2023 reporting year. 

Information on each find has been forwarded to each 
county’s HER (Historic Environment Record) relevant to the 
location of the archaeological discovery. In the case of a 
discovery where the original location is known, this will be the 
HER closest to the dredging licence area. Discoveries made 
at wharves where the licence area is unknown are reported 
to the HER nearest to the wharf.

Further details of liaison and the dissemination of data 
to interested parties are included in the wharf reports 
appended to this report.

Top, Brett_1080; middle, Britannia_1072; and bottom, Britannia_1076
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Discussion 
Importance

Thirty-eight reports were raised during the 2022-2023 
reporting year, and although less than the Protocol 
Implementation Service’s expectation of around 50 reports a 
year, the reports comprised 47 individual finds. 

The finds reported through the Protocol this year represent 
a diverse range of periods, emphasising that previous 
awareness training is successful in providing background 
information from all periods. The various archaeological 
material and the amount that is still reported reiterates the 
importance of the Protocol and demonstrates the wealth of 
archaeological material still on the seabed. Investigations 
into these finds expand our knowledge of the past and 
contribute to our understanding.

Success

Reports were made this year from Hanson, Tarmac, Cemex, 
Clubbs Marine, Volker and DEME.

Timely reporting 

The Nominated Contact must notify the Receiver of Wreck of 
any wreck-related material within 28 days of it being removed 
from the seabed. Wreck-related finds include any structural 
elements or artefacts that have come from a ship or aircraft. 
The reporting time limit is a legal requirement of the Merchant 
Shipping Act 1995 that exists regardless of the presence 
of the Protocol, and this is why the Protocol Implementation 
Team urges all finds to be reported as soon as they are found. 
Once the find has been reported to the Receiver of Wreck, 
the Nominated Contact should forward the droit number to 
the Protocol Implementation Team so that we can keep our 
records updated. The Protocol Implementation Team will then 
liaise with the Receiver of Wreck regarding further research 
undertaken and with the positional details of the find. Recently 
the reporting of finds has occurred soon after the items were 
discovered, which is fantastic!

Key issues

The Protocol has not been rewritten since its inception in 
2005 and has only had minor addendums appended to it 
relating to the handling of specific finds, which demonstrates 
the robustness and effectiveness of the scheme. During 
each year of Protocol implementation, minor operational 
situations are recognised, and the Protocol Implementation 
Service develops and adapts to overcome these. This year 
the following points have been raised for discussion:

Less use of the discoveries form 
There has been a decrease in the number of finds reported 
directly through the console, with images being emailed to 
the Protocol Implementation Team instead. This manner of 
reporting is more than acceptable; however, a Discoveries 
Form is needed so that the Team can upload the find on to 
the console with as much detail as possible. Details such 
as finder, date found and originating licence area are all 
needed for this to be successful. If you do not have a copy 
of the discoveries form or have misplaced it, please email 
protocol@wessexarch.co.uk and we will be happy to send 
you a digital copy.

Images of finds 
If possible, multiple images of a find should be taken to 
be included with reports as this can significantly aid the 
identification process. In particular images including scales 
of measurements, defining marks, stamps and the nose 
fuze and base of munitions can be very helpful (although 
this is not always possible especially with live munitions). 
Remember to follow company Health & Safety guidance and 
only take photos and measurements if safe to do so.

Regions with nil return 
This year, there were no reports of finds among material 
dredged from the Thames Estuary, North West or South West 
regions. There have been no reports from the North West region 
since the 2017–2018 protocol year, and no reports from the 
South West region since the 2014–2015 protocol year.

Right: Amy Lammiman (Wessex Archaeology) at Cemex, Dagenham
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Artefact patterns and distribution
Through the use of a Geographical Information System 
(GIS; ArcMap 10.8), patterns and trends such as artefact 
discovery location and concentration can be studied. During 
the reporting process, the Site Champions or Nominated 
Contacts are asked to give the licence area number of the 
object, if known, as well as the dredging track-plot, in order 
to provide greater accuracy of the location of the discovery. 
This allows us to assess finds both within the licence area 
and on a regional basis, which is helpful when considering 
future licence applications within existing dredging 
regions. Patterns in artefact concentration can potentially 
identify sites of archaeological interest or debris fields or, 
alternatively, licence areas which are more likely to yield 
finds of archaeological interest in the future. When a large 
concentration is discovered from one area, it is useful to 
look back at previous years to compare what that particular 
licence area has yielded in the past.

Archaeological Exclusion Zones (AEZs) are also visible 
within the GIS map, which is useful when plotting finds of a 
contentious nature, to note the distance of discovery from a 
previous AEZ as tides are able to move lighter objects from 
within these zones. The GIS map is updated every time a new 
AEZ is implemented.

Archaeological material is not distributed evenly on the 
seabed. Some areas have a higher potential than others 
to contain material that entered the archaeological record 
either accidentally or deliberately. Some areas, such as the 
East Coast are known to have had Palaeolithic activity when 
sea levels were much lower than the present day. Other 
areas are known to be post-Second World War dumping 
grounds which have become apparent from artefact 
type and quantity in these areas. We also know which 
licence areas tend to yield more munitions and should be 
approached with caution.

The kind of dredger used to dredge the seabed may also 
play a role in the quantity of archaeological material 
recovered. Charter vessels are larger and have a greater 
dredging capability, therefore they usually dredge deeper 
into the seabed. This may result in more material being 
discovered in the cargo which is why information of the 
delivering vessel is requested.

The survival of artefacts will depend on the marine 
environment in which they lie. Most of the finds reported 
this year, as in previous years, are modern and made of 
metal which is not unusual as it tends to be more durable 
within a harsh underwater environment in comparison to 
organic finds. Finds such as bone and teeth from submerged 
prehistoric landscapes or wooden shipwrecks may be poorly 
preserved, unless they are buried beneath fine grained 
sediments, which may account for the low percentage of 
finds reported of these materials, although animal bones 
have been reported this year both independently and in 
conjunction with operational sampling.

For finds to be discovered, the high potential for loss 
or discard must coincide with a high potential for the 
preservation of archaeological materials.

Based on potential and survival, some licence areas will 
therefore contain more archaeological remains than others 
and may be associated with more specific time periods 
than others. Other factors, such as whether finds are 
discovered in isolation or grouped with similar items, also 
add to their context. In most cases, objects are reported as 
single isolated finds, but we do occasionally receive reports 
of multiple items found in the same location; this year 
aircraft material and munitions being prime examples. The 
significance of a find can therefore depend on its location as 
much as the nature of object in itself.

Left: Flathouse Quay, a new site for Brett in Portsmouth
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Distribution of artefacts by dredging region

Region Millions of tonnes of  
construction aggregate dredged 

Number of finds reported 
through the Protocol

2021 2022 2021-2022 2022-2023

Humber 3.5 3.69 2 0
East Coast 3.3 3.60 12 12
East Coast or East English 
Channel

- 0 1

Thames Estuary 1.6 1.69 0 1
East English Channel 4.48 4.54 6 2
South Coast 3.99 3.65 68 25
South West 1.43 1.30 0 0
North West 0.26 0.22 0 0
Unknown - 13 4
Terrestrial location - - 1 0
Totals 102 47

There are seven dredging regions around the UK:

 ● Humber;
 ● East Coast;
 ● Thames Estuary;
 ● East English Channel;
 ● South Coast;
 ● South West; and
 ● North West.

In 2022–2023, 11 reports came from the East Coast with a 
further one possibly coming from this region or the East English 
Channel. Two reports came from the East English Channel,  
19 from the South Coast, and one from the Thames Estuary. 

Four reports were from an unknown region as the finds were 
discovered on the magnet, crusher grid and material from a 
previous oversize stockpile.

No reports were received from cargoes dredged from the 
Humber, North West or South West regions.

2021 data: www.thecrownestate.co.uk/media/4242/the-
area-involved-24th-annual-report.pdf
2022 data: bmapa.org/documents/25th-Area-of-Seabed-
Dredged-Report-2023.pdf
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https://www.thecrownestate.co.uk/media/4242/the-area-involved-24th-annual-report.pdf
https://www.thecrownestate.co.uk/media/4242/the-area-involved-24th-annual-report.pdf
https://bmapa.org/documents/25th-Area-of-Seabed-Dredged-Report-2023.pdf
https://bmapa.org/documents/25th-Area-of-Seabed-Dredged-Report-2023.pdf
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Prehistoric finds

During the 2022-2023 reporting year, only one find  
report was deemed to be Palaeolithic (between 900,000  
and 9,000 years ago) in date. This was Hanson_1078, 
(animal bones reported to Wessex Archaeology staff  
during Operational Sampling at Dagenham wharf). 

Maritime artefacts

Over half of the finds reported this year are believed to be 
maritime in nature, including multiple cannonballs, torpedo 
depth gauges and anchors.

None of the marine finds were thought to be related to a 
wreck site. All of the finds appear to be isolated discoveries, 
which could have been lost overboard, purposely dumped at 
sea, or have been moved along the seabed from wreck sites 
elsewhere.

Ordnance and munitions

Several munitions, a range of cannonballs, were reported 
through the Protocol this year.

It is always advised that wharf staff should ensure that 
company Health & Safety policies are followed before any 
ordnance is reported through the Protocol.

Aircraft 

Several discoveries were made relating to aircraft this year, 
including those discussed in Case Study 3. All aircraft finds 
were reported to the Receiver of Wreck and the Ministry of 
Defence.

Non-archaeological

One find, Tarmac_1060, comprised an ammonite fossil and 
therefore is not technically counted as archaeological. 

Distribution of artefacts by date 
and archaeological typology

Hanson_1050, a large Dutch cast iron cannonball, 
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Hanson_1082, the heavily corroded remains of a cannon ball
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Conclusion
The Marine Aggregate Industry Archaeological Protocol 
continues to be a relevant mitigation programme for offshore 
aggregate works. It also continues to be a model from which 
other industries draw inspiration as a framework for reporting 
archaeological material. It remains a successful and 
applicable template for preserving heritage on the seabed, 
for gaining understanding about the unexpected discoveries 
and for reaching audiences within the aggregate industry to 
improve their knowledge and understanding of archaeology. 
This is reiterated by the reports received this year from wharf 
and vessel staff and the contact that has been maintained 
with Nominated Contacts and Site Champions.

The application of the Protocol ensures that archaeological 
information is preserved through recording and timely 
reporting and is disseminated as widely as possible, so that 
everyone can enjoy and explore our underwater cultural 
heritage. The fact that reports and images are uploaded 
to the website and on to social media platforms and that 
Dredged Up is handed out at engagement events has 
targeted a wider audience than just the aggregate industry. 
When work experience students visit the Coastal & Marine 
team, the work they do with us often revolves around the 
Protocol and the finds that have been reported. This past 
year, we were particularly fortunate to have Amy Lammiman 
working with the Protocol. She is a student at the University 
of Southampton and came to us on a one-year placement 
during her degree.

The enthusiasm and diligence of wharf and vessel staff 
ensures the success of the Protocol. Everyone’s support 
has ensured that the Protocol has become embedded in 
commercial processes, which in turn reduces the impact 
of dredging on underwater cultural heritage by making the 
archaeological record available for future generations. At the 
end of each wharf visit there are always discussions between 
a member of the Protocol Implementation Team and wharf 
staff, during which questions are raised and discussed, and 
ideas gathered on how to make the Protocol more relatable 
or easier to use. It is because of such informal discussions 
that the mugs were developed - an idea that became a reality 
and were greatly received by all the staff.

The Protocol Implementation Service Team would like to 
thank everyone who has helped to support the Protocol 
during the 2022–2023 reporting year.

The future

Protocol Implementation continues to be run by Wessex 
Archaeology and finds are reported regularly. If you have any 
questions about finds reporting and the Protocol, please 
contact us via protocol@wessexarch.co.uk. 

Image by Bradley Troubridge from Greenwich Wharf
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